CUT INTERNATIONAL SHORT
FILM FESTIVAL IS THE PREMIER
FESTIVAL IN NEW JERSEY FOR
SHORT FORM FILMS.
M I L LV I L L E , N E W J E R S E Y

OVERVIEW
CUT International Short Film Festival is the premier festival in New Jersey
for short form films. Located in a colonial-era enclave established in the early
part of the 18th century, the city of Millville hosts a proper main drag known
as High Street. Featuring a beautiful, old theater, bars, restaurants, coffee
shops and book stores, art galleries and barber shops, Millville harkens back
to different time in the American experience.

CUT was founded to celebrate storytelling in the medium of motion pictures,
but limited to short stories. The short film, like the documentary, has become
a great way for a larger group of people to tell their stories. Not reliant on
huge budgets, or massive crews, a small group of talented creatives can craft
a tale of resonance and authenticity. Our goal is to celebrate those stories,
and give them a venue to shine.

OUR STORY
Storytelling is an art form as old as time. Even before we painted pictures
on the walls of caves, we sat around the campfire and told stories. The
ones who were able to captivate us with a little drama, pathos, comedy and
insight, were the ones we relied on to keep our histories, and explain our
world. Filmmaking is an advanced form of storytelling where you take sight
and sound, and project a world onto a screen that doesn’t exist anywhere
else. The short film, is a glimpse into that world, not the entire telling, but a
slice of it.
We created CUT because we wanted to have a high-end festival in New
Jersey that promoted the democratization of motion picture making by
celebrating short films. Almost anyone with a vision, a story to tell, and a
few friends, can make a film today. We encourage all manner of filmmakers,
from professionals to amateurs, to tell stories and put them on a big
screen for all to see. We are all used to seeing small videos from YouTube
and TikTok, to Instagram and Facebook, but a film festival is an opportunity
to see these stories in a venue that is literally larger than life.

OUR FOUNDERS
Bill Horin

David Todd McCarty

Bill Horin is an award-winning documentary filmmaker, photographer, and founder

David Todd McCarty is a writer, director, photographer, filmmaker, designer

of ArtC, a nonprofit arts organization. Bill began his career as a newspaper and

and creative director. As a jack of all trades, David has spent his career helping

magazine photographer over 35 years ago, before starting his own business as a

brands connect with consumers through the use of creative storytelling.

commercial photographer and videographer. He has worked for numerous regional
and national clients.

He began working at Universal Records while still in college at Temple
University and eventually became the Advertising and Promotion Director.

Bill’s love of art began when at the age of 28 he visited the Philadelphia Museum

From there he was instrumental in starting several boutique advertising

of Art for the first time and exclaimed,’ Wait…how long has this been here?’. He

agencies before becoming a Partner at Panzano+Partners, an international

then traveled frequently, visiting galleries and museums across the country and

branding consultancy based in Moorestown, NJ.

in Europe before realizing he didn’t have to leave South Jersey to find great art.
Since 2001 he has published two magazines, hosted weekly radio and TV shows,

David is reknowned in the industry as a branding guru for marketing

produced numerous documentaries, and founded two organizations, ArtC and

destinations throughout the world, having consulted with clients extensively

Strobe, all dedicated to shining a light on the arts and artists of southern New

throughout North America, but also in more far flung locales such as Moscow,

Jersey.

Dusseldorf, Oslo, and Dubai.

OUR COMMITTEE
Jason Penza

David Von Roehm

Jason is the creative director and head editor of the award winning production

David is a director and producer in various formats: music videos, short films,

company Glasstown Productions. He works on a project through pre-production,

documentaries and feature films. David is the founding partner and producer of

production, and post. Nothing is more important to him than quality and telling a

Luck Films, Willie Nelson’s production company, and CEO of Ningun Films, he is

story with emotion. He is a Rowan University graduate with a degree in Radio/

also the Department head of Chartertech Films. In 2019, David won the CMA of

Television/Film.

Texas “Music Video Producer of the Year” Award for Willie Nelson’s “Have you
ever seen the Rain?” video.

Diane Rogers
With an associate’s degree in Graphic Design, credits in Illustration from Detroit’s

Pat Chambers Kazanjian

Center for Creative Studies, and over 25 years of experience in commissioned

Pat is a union actor, award winning filmmaker at Pat Kaz Films, animator, mom, and

portraiture, Diane Roberts brings this creative life experience to her current

dog lover. She is also the Local Board Secretary at SAG-AFTRA Philadelphia. Pat

career as Executive Director of Millville, NJ’s Riverfront Renaissance Center for

has been working on a film animation combo since the beginning of 2021. It is being

the Arts.

created art with story skeleton first, script last, and feels unique.

Chris Orazi

Ryan Bleaken

Chris is the owner and founder of C.A.S. Music Production, a full-service music

Ryan is a fixture in the Philadelphia/New Jersey music and theatre communities.

and audio recording production facility. He scores and produces for TV, Film and

He has built his reputation as a sound engineer, promoter, and musician, while

ad campaigns. He has produced and co-written albums for singer-songwriters,

touring as a technical specialist in venues up and down the east coast. Now in his

jazz artists and indy artists. Awards include an Emmy for original score, two Emmy

30s, Ryan has branched out into various creative avenues, gaining experience, and

nominations, and 12 Telly awards for post-production scores and soundtracks.

building professional cache.

OUR TOWN
We chose Millville, New Jersey as the location for our film festival
because of a unique combination of assets we felt would contribute to the
success of the project. First and foremost was a theater, which the Levoy
fits like a glove. But we also wanted a place with a creative vibe, but not too
polished. Somewhere with a collection of shops and restaurants, studios
and galleries, and Millville has all that and more. Finally, it’s centrally
located in South Jersey, easily accessible to both Philadephia as well as
the shore towns, and for our international visitors, it’s only a few hours
from New York City, a mecca for filmmakers of all types.
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